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Abstract. A peer-to-peer model is very useful in solving the server link
bottleneck problem of a client-server model. In this work, we discuss the
problems of distributing multimedia content over peer-to-peer network.
We focus on two problems in peer-to-peer media content distribution
systems. The first is the transmission scheduling of the media data for
a multi-source streaming session. We present a sophisticated scheduling
scheme, which results in minimum buffering delay. The second problem
is on the fast distribution of media content in the peer-to-peer system
that is self-growing. We propose a mechanism accelerating the speed at
which the system’s streaming capacity increases.

1 Introduction

It is generally believed that the streaming media will constitute a significant
fraction of the Internet traffic in the near future. Almost all of the existing
works on multimedia streaming is based on client-server models. Since multi-
media streaming requires high bandwidth, server network bandwidth runs out
rapidly if unicast client-server model is used. Single source multicast is one of the
solutions that use a single stream to feed all the clients. The deployment of IP
multicast has been slowed by difficult issues related to scalability, and support
for higher layer functionality like congestion control and reliability. A peer-to-
peer(P2P) model is ideal as a model to solve the server link bottleneck problem.
In the P2P model, multimedia contents are distributed by using the bandwidth
of the clients themselves.

The clients in P2P systems contribute resources to the community and in
turn use the resources provided by other clients. More specifically, supplying
peers holding a certain media file may stream it to requesting peers. Thus, data
traffic is not localized on a specific site since the peers cooperate for sharing
contents. It is typical that there is no central server that holds the contents,
and peers work on an equal footing. How the contents exist at first in the P2P
system is another question. We assume that there are seed peers. Examples of
P2P content distribution systems include Napster[2], Gnutella[1], and so on.
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There has been much work on P2P systems in recent years[3,6,7,8]. Those works
dealt mainly with data lookup and storage management in a general P2P system.
The problems on distributing streaming media over P2P network have also been
studied in [4,5,9]. However, we dare say that the work on P2P media streaming
systems is still in the early stage, and there is still some room for improvement
of performance and generalization of model.

In this paper, we focus on two problems in P2P media content distribution
systems. We first concentrate on the transmission scheduling of the media data
for a multi-supplier P2P streaming session. More specifically, given a request-
ing peer and a set of supplying peers with heterogeneous out-bound bandwidth,
the problem is how to schedule the segments of the media data using multiple
channels respectively established with each supplying peer. A buffering delay is
determined by the streaming schedule of each channel. The transmission schedul-
ing has already been studied in [9], where Xu et al. presented OTS as its solution,
which is optimal when the length of segments, the scheduling units, is identi-
cal. We present another scheduling scheme called fixed-length slotted schedul-
ing(FSS), which further reduces the buffering delay. Unlike OTS, FSS employs
variable length segments whose size is determined based on the bandwidth with
which each segment is transmitted. The second problem is the fast distribution
of media contents. Initially, there are only a few seed peers holding a content,
and non-seed peers request the content as requesting peers. The P2P system is
self-growing since the requesting peers can become supplying peers after they
receive all the data. However, in the beginning, since there is only a small num-
ber of peers holding the content, the system can accommodate only a limited
request arrival rate. The number of supplying peers grows as the content spreads
out, and the system would eventually be able to service all the requests from
other peers. Therefore, for a given arrival rate, it is very important to convert the
requesting peers to the supplying peers in a short time so that all the incoming
requests can be serviced. We have come up with a mechanism accelerating the
speed at which the P2P system capacity increases, called FAST. It accelerates
the distribution speed by allowing requesting peers that satisfy a condition to
supply contents to other peers.

At first, we define a P2P media streaming model and state our assumptions.
Our model is more practical and more general than the models of the previous
works. A set of peers that can supply a media data is defined as the candidate
set of the media content. A requesting peer selects its supplying peers from the
set, opens a channel with each selected supplying peer, and requests the data
segments from them according to a scheduling mechanism. The requesting peer
receives the data from multiple channels and store them in its local storage,
and then the peer may become a candidate of the media content. Note that a
supplying peer can supply the media data to multiple requesting peers. Since the
content searching problem in P2P network is another research issue, we assume
that a requesting peer can get the candidate peer set and the information about
resource usage of each peer using an appropriate searching mechanism. Let γ
denote the playback rate of the media data. Each requesting peer Pr has an
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in-bound bandwidth of Rin(r) and an out-bound bandwidth of Rout(r). Peers
are heterogeneous in their in-bound and out-bound bandwidth. We assume that
0 < Rin(r) ≤ γ and Rout(r) > 0.

2 Transmission Schedule

In this section, we study the problem of media data transmission scheduling.
The problem is stated as follows: For a requesting peer Pr and n channels,
to determine the data segments to be transmitted over each channel and the
transmission order of the segments. The goal is to minimize buffering delay
while ensuring a continuous playback at Pr, with minimum buffering delay. The
buffering delay is defined as the time interval between the start of streaming
and the start of playback at Pr. How to select the supplying peers of Pr is dealt
with in Section 3. If the data is transmitted over multiple channels of various
bandwidth lower than γ, the buffering delay is inevitable. That is because the
transmission order of data is not the same as the playback one. Therefore, a
well-devised data transmission schedule is essential in reducing the buffering
delay.

A function p(t) is defined as the amount of data being played for t seconds
since the beginning of the playback. And a function d(t) is defined as the amount
of consecutive data from the beginning of the media file received for t seconds
since the beginning of the streaming, at Pr. Since the data is assumed to be
encoded in CBR, we express the amount of data in seconds. The data amount
of k means the amount to be played for k seconds. To ensure the continuous
playback, the following condition must be satisfied:

∀t ≥ 0, d(t) ≥ p(t). (1)

Fig. 1(a) illustrates the increasing shape of p(t) and d(t) for the example of
OTS[9]. In the figure, there are four channels with bandwidth of γ

2 , γ
4 , γ

8 and
γ
8 , respectively, and the requesting peer schedules the transmission of eight γ

8 -
second segments over the channels, according to OTS. As shown in the figure,
the buffering delay δ is required to satisfy the condition of Eq.(1). δ is 3L

8 in this
example. Hence, p(t) can be expressed as follows:

p(t) = min{max{t − δ, 0}, L}, t ≥ 0, (2)

where δ is the maximum of the difference between the dashed line(y = t) and
d(t). That is, δ = maxt≥0{t − d(t)}. The closer d(t) is to the straight dashed
line, the smaller the buffering delay. A well-designed scheduling can make d(t)
close to the straight line. We propose the fixed-length slotted scheduling(FSS) as
such a scheduling scheme.

To increase d(t) linearly, the requesting peer Pr should receive the data in a
sequential order. Based on this idea, FSS assigns the data to fixed-length slots
of each channel, and the one-slot data chunks are defined as the data segments
of FSS. Since the bandwidth of each channel is variable, the segment length
also varies according to the channel bandwidth to which the data segment is
assigned. And, the variable-length segments are assigned to the channels in a
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Fig. 1. Transmission Schedules

round-robin fashion. When the slot length is ω and i-th channel bandwidth is
Bi, the segment length of channel i is ωBi. Fig. 1(b) illustrates the concept of
FSS, where the number of channels and the bandwidth of each channel are the
same as those of Fig. 1(a). The slot length ω is L

4 . In this example, the buffering
delay of FSS is L

8 , which is only a third of that of OTS.
Let us find the buffering delay, δ, of FSS. When the number of channels is

n, the aggregated in-bound bandwidth B∗ =
∑n

i=1 Bi. Then, d(t) is:

d(t) = min{B1

γ
t +

B∗ − B1

γ

⌊
t

ω

⌋

ω, L}. (3)

By expanding Eq.(1) with the d(t) of Eq.(3) and the p(t) of Eq.(2) and solving
for δ, we can obtain the minimum δ. The detailed derivation is omitted here.
The minimum buffering delay δ is:

δ =
( γ

B∗ − 1
)

L +
(

B∗ − B1

γ

)

ω, if B∗ ≤ γ. (4)

From the above equation, δ depends on B1 and ω. This relationship is such that
δ becomes smaller as B1 gets greater and ω gets smaller. Thus, FSS chooses
the channel with the maximum bandwidth as the first channel to minimize the
buffering delay. When the aggregated bandwidth is equal to the playback rate,
the shorter the slot length is, the shorter the buffering delay gets. However, the
slot length is required to be long enough to cover the fluctuation of bandwidth
and the overhead of transmission, delivery processing, and so on. Also, if it is too
smaller than the maximum packet size of the underlying physical network, the
network utilization would be low and the bandwidth would be wasted. Therefore,
the slot length is a system parameter that should be carefully determined.
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3 Fast Distribution

In [9], the candidate set consists of only the peers holding the whole media file.
However, some of the peers while downloading the media data may be able to
supply the data to requesting peers. Since the system capacity is proportional
to the size of the candidate set, it would be beneficial to make the candidate
set as large as possible. If it has a large candidate set, it would be easier for
a requesting peer, Pr, to acquire sufficient bandwidth, and Pr would become a
candidate peer within a short time. Thus, our goal is to find the peers that have
enough data to act as supplying peers, in order to make the candidate set as
large as possible.

A peer holding the whole media file is defined as a mature peer, and a peer
being downloading the media data is defined as an immature peer. Fig. 2 shows
Pr and its supplying peers. The shaded ones indicate mature peers, and the
white ones indicate immature peers. Let di(t) be d(t) of a peer Pi, which we
defined above, and we define another function as follows.

– xi(t, r): when Pi is assumed to be selected as a supplying peer of a requesting
peer Pr, the position within the media file of the data to be requested to
transmit at time t.

According to FSS, a supplying peer does not transmit the data continuously
in a consecutive order, but transmits some data segments and skips some data
segments in a predetermined pattern. Considering the instance of Fig. 1(b).
The second channel transmits four segments of γ

4 ω with the distance of 3γ
4 ω.

Therefore, as shown Fig. 2(b), xi(t, r) is a slanted staircase-shaped function,
and the rate of increase of the solid line is Bi(r)

γ , where Bi(r) is the i-th channel
bandwidth of Pr. Also, the width of a step in the function corresponds to the
slot length. di(t) is L in case that Pi is a mature peer, and is determined by
Eq.(3) in case that Pi is an immature peer. Fig. 2(b) shows di(t) when Pi is
an immature peer. That xi(t, r) crosses di(t) as shown in the figure means that
Pr would request the data which Pi would not have already received. Thus, Pi

cannot be a supplying peer of Pr in this case. However, for an immature peer Pi

to be a supplying peer of Pr, the following conditions must be satisfied:

∀t ≥ t0, di(t) ≥ xi(t, r). (5)

The immature peers satisfying this condition are called semi-mature peers of
Pr. Consequently, the candidate set of Pr can consist of mature peers and semi-
mature peers of Pr.

Although di(t) has already been determined at the present time t0, xi(t, r)
has not. That is because xi(t, r) cannot be determined until Pr finishes selecting
its supplying peers. For this reason, we use an upper bound function of xi(t, r),
x̄r(t), instead. The upper bound function x̄r(t) = Rin(r) · �(t − t0)/ω� ω. In
Fig. 2(b), the staircase-shaped dashed line indicates x̄r(t). Therefore, a sufficient
condition of Eq.(5) is: ∀t ≥ t0, di(t) ≥ x̄r(t). It can be used for a criterion to
determine whether an immature peer Pi can be a semi-mature peer. However,
since it is a sufficient condition, not satisfying it does not mean that Pi is not
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Fig. 2. Candidate Peers

a semi-mature peer. But, if it is satisfied, we only ensure it is a semi-mature
peer. The procedure to select supplying peers is as follows: Pr determines its
candidate set Cr such that each peer in Cr is a mature peer or a semi-mature
peer and it has some available out-bound bandwidth 1. To determine Cr, Pr

should know whether or not each immature peer is a semi-mature peer, by
testing ∀t ≥ t0, di(t) ≥ x̄r(t). Since the higher the first channel bandwidth is,
the shorter the buffering delay in FSS(Eq.(4)), the peer with the maximal vout(i)
among Cr is chosen as the first supplying peer of Pr. This procedure is repeated
until the aggregated bandwidth B∗(r) is equal to Rin(r). The formal algorithm
is omitted here due to the space limitation.

In case that there are so many requesting peers that the P2P system is
beyond its capacity, it may not acquire enough bandwidth. However, in the
latter case, Pr can have a choice among three policies. The first is to start
downloading with the acquired channels(FAST1), the second is to withdraw the
request and retry after σ(FAST2), and the third is to start downloading with the
acquired channels and retry to acquire the remainder after T minutes(FAST3).
In FAST3, unlike the others, the number of in-bound channels of Pr may be
changed during a session. This means the change of dr(t), which accordingly
affects the transmission schedule and the condition for a semi-mature peer. The
details of this dynamic session is omitted here due to the space limitation.

4 Performance Study

First, we compare the buffering delay of FSS with that of OTS. However, since
OTS has the restrictions on channel bandwidth and FSS has the concept of slots,
it is not simple to compare them directly. For a fair comparison, we set a criterion
on the slot length and evaluate the two schemes under the condition satisfying
the restrictions of OTS. The restrictions of OTS is the following: 1) A single
1 Pr is assumed to be able to know all the information needed to determine di(t) for

each immature peer Pi
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channel bandwidth has one of γ
2 , γ

4 , γ
8 , . . ., γ

2N . 2) The aggregate bandwidth
of a session B∗(r) = γ. Let m be the number of segments. Given a set of n
supplying peers and a requesting peer Pr, OTS achieves δOTS = (n − 1)L/m[9],
if we assume that the content can be played while being downloaded. Under the
same condition, the buffering delay of FSS is: δFSS = (1−B1(r)/γ)·ω, according
to Eq.(4). Since δOTS depends on m and δFSS on ω, the relation between m and
ω should be drawn for the comparison. In OTS, the time taken for a segment
to be transmitted over the channel with the highest bandwidth is corresponding
to the slot length. That is, γ

B1(r)
· L

m = ω, and then, by applying it to δOTS :

δOTS = (n − 1)B1(r)
γ · ω. Here, let c = B1(r)/γ. Then, since B1(r) is the highest

bandwidth, n must be greater than or equal to 1/c to satisfy that B∗(r) = γ.
Hence, n ≥ 1/c. For example, if B1(r) = γ/4, n ≥ 4. Therefore,

δOTS = (n − 1)c · ω ≥ (1/c − 1) c · ω = δFSS .

Finally, the buffering delay of FSS is smaller than or equal to that of OTS. In
the example used in Fig. 1(a) and 1(b), δOTS = 3ω/2 and δFSS = ω/2. FSS has
only a third the buffering delay of OTS in that case.

Second, we study the performance of FAST using a simulation. We simulate
a P2P system with total of 50,100 peers. Initially, there are only 100 ’seed’ peers,
while the other 50,000 peers request the media data according to a given request
arrival rate. The request arrival follows a Poisson distribution with mean 1/θ.
Each seed peer possesses a copy of a popular video file. The running time of
the video is 60 minutes. The in-bound bandwidth of all the peers is γ, equal to
the playback rate. The out-bound bandwidth of the seed peers is γ

2 , and that
of the others is γ

2 , γ
4 , γ

8 , or γ
16 with the distribution of 10%, 10%, 40%, and

40%, respectively. The time interval T for retrying to acquire bandwidth has
an uniform distribution with a mean of 10 minutes. And, the slot length ω is
set also to be 10 minutes. A BASE scheme for comparison to FAST considers
only mature peers as supplying peers, and it allows a requesting peer to start
downloading when it acquires a sufficient bandwidth like FAST2.

As the content is distributed to more peers, the P2P system’s capacity in-
creases. Thus, when requests arrive as Poisson process with a rate of 1/θ, not
all of the requests may be serviced at the beginning stage when there are only
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a small number of mature peers and semi-mature peers. This congestion due to
the high arrival rate lasts for a while, until the number of mature peers grows
sufficiently. We define θ-capacity time as the time to reach a capacity being able
to service all the requests arriving at a rate of 1/θ . The smaller θ-capacity time
means the faster distribution of the media content. Fig. 3 shows the number of
mature peers of BASE, FAST1, FAST2, and FAST3 when θ = 5 seconds. If the
system reaches θ-capacity, the number of mature peers increases linearly at a
rate of 1/θ. However, as shown in the figure, the lines increase in a concave fash-
ion in the early stage, and then increase in a straight line. The concave curves
indicate that the system is congested. The 5-capacity time of FAST3, about 21
hours, is shorter than those of FAST2, FAST1, and BASE, which are about 24,
28, and 30 hours, respectively. And, FAST3 has almost more than twice the
number of mature peers than that of BASE.

5 Conclusion

We have discussed the problems of distributing multimedia content over P2P
network. The first problem is the transmission scheduling of the media data for
a multi-source streaming session. We have presented a sophisticated scheduling
scheme, which results in minimum buffering delay. The second one is on the fast
diffusion of media content in the P2P system that is self-growing. We have also
proposed a mechanism accelerating the speed at which the system’s streaming
capacity increases.
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